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Objectives from Tonight’s Presentation
1. Why do we want to create something
different from other education
offerings?
2. What is our plan for how our school
will function?
3. How do we plan to implement this
plan?
4. Answer parents questions

Why something different from other
education offerings?

Mainstream education is a dinosaur on the verge of extinction…

Why?

Because it is founded on an inaccurate understanding of who
children are, how they learn, and what they need to know to
become fulfilled successful adults in the twenty first century,
and more and more people are starting to realise this...

Mainstream education is an authoritarian hierarchy with
children at the bottom
Mainstream education functions as a hierarchy, with the children it is designed
to teach given the least amount of say in what and how they learn…

GOVT
SCHOOL
BOARDS
PRINCIPALS
TEACHERS

CHILDREN

National department of Education sets (the same)
education objectives for the whole country

Schools, run by School Boards, are responsible for
implementing these standardised objectives at schools
School Principals are the primary authority within the
school answerable to the Board
Teachers teach lessons divided into subjects based on
the above national education objectives

Children are passive receivers of these learning
objectives determined by others – they are the least
important members of this education hierarchy and
have almost no say in what they have to learn

Key Features of mainstream education
The key features of this hierarchical model of education are:
Standardisation – one-size-fits-all
Conformity – all must act, think and be the same to “fit in” – all have to pass
standardised tests
Uniformity – all must look the same, diversity is discouraged
Authority - the Principal and teachers are the bosses of the children
Obedience – Do as you are told
Coercion – if you don’t do what you are told, you will be punished
Passivity – you must wait to be told what and how to think by your teacher,
because they know the answers and you do not
Feelings of inadequacy - Children feel stupid when they don’t achieve what
the system tells them they should, or when others perform better than they
do
Competition – the only way to stand out from the crowd is get to the top
Boredom – this system doesn’t make sense to me and it is not recognising
who I really am, so I won’t fully engage with it…

Schools are run like factories , with bosses telling you what you can and
can’t do, performance standards, uniforms, ringing bells, and children
educated in age-batches like standardised widgets. Children are treated
like they are all exactly the same “product” and should all learn the
same things in the same way and at approximately the same speed, i.e.
as if they are machines.

Why this standardised approach to educating children is failing…

“The problem with conformity in education is that
people are not standardised to begin with”
- Sir Ken Robinson, Creative Schools

If children are not
standardised machines, then
what are they?
More and more people around the world are researching this
subject, and a consensus is starting to emerge about who
children really are and how they actually learn…

Who children really are, and how they actually learn
1.

Children are actually skilled learners long before going to school – they learn to walk and talk,
arguably the most complex human achievements, without school.
2. They have multiple types of intelligence and personalities (they make sense of the world in
many different ways – Reggio calls these the “hundred languages of children”).
3. They always construct their own understanding (learning) in ways that make sense to them.
4. They are all creative in many diverse ways.
5. Their process of learning is not linear and predictable.
6. They are far more highly motivated by the desire to know something than by being forced to
know something. Their interest in learning is actually constrained by having to learn content
and processes defined by others.
7. They perform better when trusted to perform and not coerced to do so.
8. They are highly capable of learning things on their own (without waiting for an expert teacher
to tell them – they do this by watching and copying others and through trial and error).
9. Their skills and abilities are more multi-dimensional than standardised tests can measure.
10. They experience life horizontally as a series of inter-connected, multi-disciplinary experiences
and not as separated silos of vertical subjects.
11. Their curiosity thrives when they have an abundance of free time and is stifled by being too
busy.
12. They learn more effectively building up their knowledge collaboratively with others than on
their own.

Children are in fact multi-dimensional, multi-talented, highly creative
and diverse organisms and not standardised one-size-fits-all machines…

If we now know that children are
diverse, multi-faceted
ORGANISMS rather than
standardised machines, then the
next question we have to ask is:
How should highly diverse
organisms be effectively
educated?
Most education reformers agree that we need to find a
more organic approach to educating the organisms called
children because the mechanistic approach is failing…

…But whilst there is some agreement that we should teach children more
organically, there is a lot of confusion regarding how to do this effectively.
Many people worry that the diversity required of organic education would
be too unstructured and chaotic to manage…

Won’t allowing them to be the diverse organisms that they are be too chaotic and
unmanageable for school??

“Some parents might worry that I am advocating for a pedagogical approach that creates
instability and chaos. That a play-based education is overly laissez faire, chaotic,
or dangerously permissive: that we will be responsible for spoiled, entitled children, one's
without a sense of community, fairness, or morals; children who, if not on the road to full-on
psychosis are at least going to be prone to disobedience”.
- Teacher Tom

However, if we look at nature carefully we can see that natural organisms
do not behave in a chaotic or unstructured manner at all when left to be
themselves!

Natural organisms (and systems) are actually all highly structured and
display incredible levels of self-assembled order…

What is interesting however is that nature’s structure and
order is always non-linear (there are no straight lines in nature)

Nature always self-assembles its own structure one step at a time
using very simple, non-linear, fractal patterns

(a fractal pattern is a pattern that repeats itself over and over again and is the same at every scale)

All natural systems from single plants to animal populations to
weather systems and even galaxies self-assemble from the
bottom up following simple, repeated, non-linear patterns.
Nature never focuses on an end result,
diverse systems emerge as a consequence of following these
simple patterns.
All of the biodiversity we see on our planet today has stemmed
from single-celled organisms making self-generated small,
incremental steps of variation, adaptation and mutation over 2-3
billion years.

We can learn from how nature creates structure in order to create an
education system that is more aligned to human children’s nature as
organisms…

For example, look at how a flower emerges from repeating the
pattern of a petal…

One non-linear
hand-drawn petal

Complexity created by repeating the same
hand-drawn petal 25 times (moving one
position to the right each time)

Once we understand nature’s strategy for creating structure using
simple, non-linear, repeated (fractal) patterns, we start to see nature’s
patterns everywhere…

Patterns that nature uses repeatedly are the Fibonacci sequence and the
Golden Ratio: 0,1,1,2,3,5,8,13,21,34,… and the ratio of each successive pair of
numbers in the sequence approximates phi (1.618)

Tree and forest growth

Human bodies

Rabbit population growth

Nautilus shell growth

Weather systems and even galaxy formations

So, if children are organisms too, then logic would suggest that all they need is
a simple, non-linear learning pattern to follow in order for highly structured,
unchaotic, but non-linear organic learning outcomes to emerge…

The process of each child repeatedly following this organic learning
pattern over and over again would result in the emergence of a diverse
range of flourishing, thriving, capable, fulfilled adults aligned with their
true nature as organisms…

Learning
Pattern for
children
(non-linear,
fractal,
repeated)

Focusing on implementing a
fractal learning pattern is
quite different from focusing
on children performing
according to pre-determined,
standardised National
Curricula – it allows for much
greater diversity without
sacrificing the quality of the
result

After much research I have come to the conclusion that the most
appropriate organic learning pattern for all children to follow is
actually incredibly simple…

BLUEPRINT FOR ORGANIC EDUCATION
Children must function as the central agents
(creators) of their own learning

OR PUT INTO DIFFERENT WORDS:
Children must self-assemble their own learning in
ways that make most sense to themselves

… the process of children self-assembling their own learning one step
at a time over and over again in ways that make sense to them is what
will ultimately result in the emergence of highly capable, resourceful,
thriving, fulfilled, balanced and happy adults

This self-assembled learning pattern for children would not look like
a learning hierarchy with the child at the bottom at all…

… rather it will look like a LEARNING WEB with the child always
in the centre constructing his or her own learning linkages ongoingly outwards in ways that make sense to him or her…

Already more and more
groups of people are
starting to explore how
to use this organic
learning pattern to
educate children…

There is a rapidly growing global movement called the Unschooling
movement. Unschooling is all about children self-assembling their own
learning in ways that make sense to themselves without school…

Whilst I agree with the unschooling movement that children are born highly
capable learners with in-built capacities and abilities called their DNA,
whether they thrive to their full potential as organic life learners depends on
the quality of their learning environment … and not all learning environments
are created equal
In nature a poor growth environment =
In nature a good growth environment =
poor results
good results

Children need a supportive and enabling learning environment for their
self-assembled learning from life to truly thrive

Not all children have good access to the people, places, connections,
resources and multi-faceted experiences that will enable their selfassembled learning to truly flourish at home…
I would prefer my children’s self-assembled learning to look like this…

Rather than this…

Also, what is the point of self-assembling our learning from life if we
do not have friends to share our journey, our discoveries, our
challenges and our joys with?

Humans are social animals and thrive from interconnectedness with
others…

… and more connections are generally better than fewer because
we learn and grow from our inter-relationships with each other
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… we have more feedback loops (others with different
perspectives and ideas to complement and improve our own) when
we learn with others and this improves the quality of our learning

So, I came to the realisation that I
would like to create a“school” that
offers children a high quality
enabling learning environment to
optimise their self-assembled
(organic) learning both collectively
and individually…

“If we change our fundamental metaphor for the
education of children from a mechanical one to an
organic one – in other words, from the manufacture of a
product to the flowering and fruiting of a plant – then
we begin to see that our role is not to rigidly control
each step in the process, but to create the conditions –
the soil, the water, the light – under which human
brilliance may unfold and flourish”.
- Carol Black, Schooling the World

I love this metaphor of school as the “soil, water and sunlight” with
which children’s brilliance may unfold and flourish, rather than the
metaphor of school as a factory manufacturing standardised
products

A high quality, enabling learning environment will certainly look more
like this than like this…
Bio-diverse Natural Ecosystems

Monocultures/Factory Farms

Which is why we have defined our objective at Misty
Meadows School as:
“creating a learning ecosystem for children”

The next question to answer is:
How will this learning ecosystem actually
function to best support children to
self-assemble the learning that they need
in order to flourish both collectively and
individually as adults in the Twenty First
Century?

This depends partially on what we
think children should be enabled
to know and do so that they will
thrive as adults in the Twenty
First Century

So, what will children need to know and do in the Twenty First Century?
In the past learning pre-determined
answers might have been enough…

But, now…

The Internet is emerging as a “Global Brain” of shared intelligence that is
accessible to all. We don’t just use it to find information, we use it to share
information – we are active participators in the creation of new information
on a minute-to-minute basis.
Teaching children to remember a lot of stuff in subject categories is not
necessary if every piece of information they will ever need to know is
available to them at the touch of a button.
Our whole planet is now an inter-connected global village via the Internet.

Our children’s generation will need to figure out how to solve complex problems

They will need to use their CREATIVITY to solve some BIG human challenges that we do not
have the answers to yet (we cannot give them the right answers because we don’t know
them ourselves).
In order to solve these problems they will need to develop their collaborating skills more
than their competing skills.

Many of the jobs our children will end up doing haven’t even been invented yet

There might not even be “jobs” as we know them at all when our children grow up. The next generation
will increasingly have to create their own work and find ways to employ themselves as jobs become
more scarce. They will therefore need transferable skills like problem-solving skills, communication and
inter-personal skills, practical skills, versatility, adaptability, initiative…

An enabling learning ecosystem would need to support children to
develop and practise these “Twenty First Century skills”

“Today’s education faces irrelevance unless we bridge the gap between how we live and
what we teach our children…” – Partnership for 21st Century Skills

So, how can Misty Meadows
School support our children to
develop the skills they will need
to thrive in the Twenty First
Century, knowing that they all
self-assemble their learning in
ways that make sense to them?

Organic Operating Principles for Misty Meadows School
FOCUS ON SELFORGANISED,
HORIZONTAL LEARNING
PROCESSES

Fit the process to child, not the
child to process. The process of
learning is more important than the
outcome. Personalise learning.
Focus on multidisciplinary
(horizontal) learning processes, not
separate subject silos.
ENCOURAGE
Focus on inquiry-based/project
COLLABORATIVE based
and self-organised learning.
LEARNING
Lots of experiential learning.
Twenty-first century skills
Commit to collaborative
emphasized.
learning processes and
encourage cooperation Multi-grade learning encouraged.
and group work.

DEVELOP THE WHOLE CHILD AND NOT JUST
THE BRAIN

Children have bodies, minds and souls and all should be given
equal consideration at school. Children should be
encouraged to know themselves, not just develop their
brains. Provide physical activities, relaxation and awareness
expanding activities, creative activities, unstructured play time
and a wide variety of mental stimuli and games.

INCLUDE REFLECTION TIME IN SCHOOL
ASSESS LEARNING FLEXIBLY

TEACHERS ROLE IS
TO
SUPPORT CHILDREN ENCOURAGE
FROM THE BACK A CULTURE OF
Intelligent, thoughtful and ACCOUNTABILITY

caring teachers to act as
mentors, guides, facilitators
and co-learners with
children.
Teachers’ aim to be wise,
self-aware role models and
to lead from the back –
allow children to be the
directors of their learning.
Teachers provide curiosity
catalysts and support rather
than sticking to fixed lesson
plans.
Teachers provide emotional
security and support.

CHILD
(REN)

Each child is
intelligent,
capable and
unique and learns
best as the
central creator in
his/her learning
process/web

SCHOOL ECOSYSTEM
(learning web)

Children will be encouraged
to take personal responsibility for
their lives.
Follow The Golden Rule: “As you do
unto others so you do unto yourself”. This
means do no harm to people, places or
things and care for others as yourself.
Encourage open two-way
communication.
Discipline comes from disciple – set
children example of how to behave,
rather than tell them how to behave.
Encourage diversity and discourage
uniformity (including uniforms)

PROVIDE A BEAUTIFUL, MULTIFACETED
PHYSICAL SPACE

Offer a loosely “prepared” learning environment with wide
range of equipment, resources and materials for learning,
but always to be used and interpreted on children’s terms.
A beautiful physical environment is a priority, with children
encouraged to personalise it and evolve it/customise it for
their purposes (whilst conserving it).
Provide lots of access to the natural world.

PROVIDE OPEN ACCESS TO INFO, EXPERTISE
AND RESOURCES

Information abundance is a key ingredient to learning – provide
abundance through Internet access, access to a wide range of
Avoid standardised assessment or benchmarking, teachers understand children’s books and other learning materials, field trips and access to a wide
learning by watching them learn rather than testing them.
variety of expert knowledge. NB> These are the inputs to learning
Encourage self-assessment through children’s own documentation of learning, eg.
and not learning itself. Acknowledge that whilst technology is a
written, audio, digital, multimedia, artistic portfolios - children discuss self-assessment wonderful tool, it is not a substitute for the human skills necessary to
with adults (formally or informally) to illustrate and reflect on their personal progress.
guide and mentor learners
Focus on intrinsic rather than extrinsic motivation for learning (I want to know this,
EVERYTHING IS CURRICULUM
not I have to learn this so that I can pass a test)
Be open to adapting curriculum to suit the
The process of learning assumes equal weight as the outcome, therefore
children’s interests and abilities. Use and
encourage children to make their thinking visible
adapt open source online curriculum
OFFER LEARNING
materials and create our own as required –
ENCOURAGE COMMUNITY guided by the child’s interests. Encourage
RELEVANT TO REAL
technology as a self-organised learning tool,
PARTICIPATION
LIFE
but only once children have learnt to read
Children are part of their community
Use real life contexts and and should not be isolated from it.
and write first. Be creative and inspired in
materials. School should
finding curriculum resources to suit the
Invite parents and other community
be part of life and not
members to participate in school, share interests of each different child.
separate from life.
Everything is a potential learning
expertise, invite children to their
resource
workplaces, etc.
Encourage participation in community
projects and events.
Engage with all races and cultures

SCHOOL ADMINISTRATION
EXISTS ONLY TO ENABLE THE
EMERGENCE OF A SELFASSEMBLING LEARNING WEB
This school is not an institution that
exists independently of the people,
resources and processes in it. Its
only purpose is to support each
child who attends it to reach their
full potential as individuals and as
members of human society.
Although this school may operate
under the directorship and care of
certain individuals, these individuals
understand that a learning
ecosystem is not a hierarchy and
their only role is to facilitate the
operation of an emergent learning
web and not to control every
aspect of how it emerges.
This school will function like a
natural ecosystem – decentralised,
participatory, self-organising (selfmanaging), co-operative,
resourceful, always adapting, and
evolving constantly in response to
new information and changing
conditions to meet the needs of
the child(ren) at its centre.
This school will share learning with
other schools so the learning web
extends beyond this isolated
schools into a broader, interconnected learning ecosystem
(education system)

Focus on self-organised, multidisciplinary, horizontal learning processes

Teachers’ role is to support from the back
A natural teacher understands that it's not about getting the children to do what she wants, but
rather about helping them figure out how to do what they want.
“Whereas the traditional idea is of a teacher standing in front of a room of attentive learners,
lecturing, correcting, grading, and testing, the role of a teacher in a play-based model (sometimes
referred to by more academic sounding names like "inquiry-based" or "experienced-based") is to,
in effect, create an environment in which children can freely engage with materials, ideas, and
people, that is to play with them, and from that play construct their own, personalized
education”.
“As for me, the teacher, I try to play with them, to get into their flow. If I've done it right, the set
up has created a “safe enough” environment, one with natural boundaries, but plenty of
opportunities to fail. As the older, wiser playmate, it's my role then to help these younger
children, not to direct them, but to help them do what they are trying to do or go where they're
trying to go. I might share my ideas and observations, but they are like any other “loose part” that
is strewn about our outdoor classroom, something to be picked up and used or not”.
“One thing I don't do is decide what the children will learn on this or any day. That's not the job of
a teacher in a play-based curriculum, that's the job of the children. My job is primarily to create
an environment, then play with them in it, helping them, but only when they really need it”.
- Teacher Tom (http://teachertomsblog.blogspot.com/)

Encourage a culture of accountability, good communication and
personal responsibility

Provide a beautiful, multifaceted, personalisable physical space
School environment should never be ugly! Children must feel “at home” and comfortable and
take ownership of the space, including caring for it and evolving it

Provide open access to information, expertise and resources

Everything is curriculum
Learning doesn’t only happen from a textbook. Learning happens every day in a million different ways –
everything provides an opportunity to learn – life is learning and learning is life… we cannot say something is
not a valuable learning experience because we don’t know what careers our children will have…

Encourage collaborative learning

Offer learning relevant to real life

Flexible Assessment of what children are learning
There are lots of different ways to see and assess what children are learning…

Children can write, speak,
paint, act, build, make,
cook, create, etc to show
us what they have learned
– this can happen formally
and informally.
Remember that writing and passing tests is not the same as learning…
mainstream education’s addiction to standardised testing is not
teaching children more, its measuring what they already know…

Include time for reflection in the school day
There is a difference between efficiency and effectiveness – trying to fit as much as
possible into the day might seem efficient, but how effectively are children going to learn
if they never have time to reflect? It takes time to be truly curious…

Develop the whole child and not just the brain

What about sport?

Why do we want our children to play sport?
1. For the physical exercise
2. For the enjoyment of it
3. So that they spend time outside
4. So they learn to win and lose
5. So that they learn what it is to be part of a team
6. Because we loved it when we were at school
7. Because we think it would be good for them
8. For the love of a particular game: Rugby, hockey, cricket,
tennis
If you answered yes to 1-7 then these objectives can be achieved in a
wide variety of ways at Misty Meadows School.
If you want them to play a particular game, or they want to play a
particular game, then we either have to try to put a team together at
school, or else you will have to take them to a club for that sport

What about a broader
interpretation of
“sport”

Community participation

How to self-assemble an organic school…
It’s not about having all the answers up front, it is about
creating it one step at a time… using our plan defined in this
presentation as the pattern for unfolding it.

1. Always ask ourselves:
“How can we?” questions
Rather than:
“Its too hard”
“I don’t know”
“I can’t”
“Yes, but…”

2. Ask for help when we need it
3. Keep learning and evolving continuously

Final word for parents…
1.
2.
3.

4.

5.

6.

I know this approach is different from what you have known as
“education” in the past.
Differences are scary for parents because we feel responsible for keeping
our children safe and we feel safer with the known than the unknown.
The reality is that the world is changing constantly and exponentially and
humans need to adapt more quickly than education has been doing over
the last several decades.
Many thinkers and researchers in this field are starting to understand this
and try to figure out how to do education differently – I have spent three
years piecing together what they are saying, so this approach is not piein-the-sky… it is the future of schooling for everybody.
You would actually be doing your children a favour by taking a risk on this
organic approach to their education.
… and yes, your children will learn how to read and write and do maths
and life sciences and all those things you think they need to know… but
maybe not in the way that you learned these things, or at the same speed
as everyone else….

So, maybe this is a chance worth taking…??

Questions??

